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Guitar Accessory Manufacturer Produces High Performance Capo 

December 24, 2013 – It can be difficult to find quality and 

long-lasting guitar accessories.  Many private instrument shops will sell guitar capos, however, finding 

one that is meant for high-performance and high quality can be a challenge.  Now a new company, 

xGuitarx has designed a longer lasting guitar capo intended for high-performance capability. 

The guitar capos designed by xGuitarx are made of a lightweight and high quality material that fits 

perfectly on 6-string electric or acoustic guitars.  These capos protect your instruments by not 

scratching the instrument, stays in tune with a great intonation, and performers can quickly change 

position between frets on stage with one hand making the capo extremely useful. 

The capos designed by xGuitarx are a beautiful chrome design 

that looks professional with any instrument whether it is for 

rehearsal or performance purposes.  xGuitarx capos also offer a 

lifetime guarantee so musicians of all stages know their capo 

will last. 

The most popular capo by xGuitarx would be the X1 Capo 

which is designed accurately for great performance.  This 

strong and elegant guitar capo uses a mechanical spring with 

internal memory to provide strength and is fatigue-resistant. 

The X1 Capo is built of high quality alloy with a new structure design and allows musicians to easily 

make fast changes on stage with one hand.  The capo can be conveniently stored on the headstock 

when not in use and is incredibly simple to use in order to assure the guitar stays in tune with a great 

intonation. 

Products by xGuitarx are strong, durable, and made 

with high quality alloy with an elegant design.  The 

concise and curved shape and design allow the capos 

made by xGuitarx to fit both electric and acoustic 

guitars well with an excellent hand feeling.  

The high quality steel spring allow the capo to have 

internal memory that can withstand wear and tear. 

The capo also features a silicone pad that conforms 

perfectly to the fingerboard and frets, insuring 
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excellent intonation and protects the instrument from 

scratches. 

xGuitarx  offers a lifetime guarantee for all products 

they make.  Customers simply contact the customer 

support team and they would be happy to send a 

replacement.  The company is so sure that customers 

will love their capo, they also offer a money-back 

guarantee for a full refund and no questions asked. 

For more information or to purchase this long-lasting and high quality guitar capo from xGuitarx, visit 

www.xGuitarx.com today. 
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